Visual AI solutions for
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Healthcare Solutions  
Reduce operating costs
and provide value
Hospitals

Specialized Clinics

Nursing Homes

Mental Health Facilities

Monitor patient health and optimize processes

Bed Logistics

Sterile 

Processing

Bed Fall
Prevention

Asset

Tracking

Rapid Hygiene
Check

Three simple steps to upgrade your camera systems
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Choose new or retrofit

Easily load and run the

Integrate into your

your existing cameras

apps of your choice

systems
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Tackle different types of

Display results and events

leading camera brands to

challenges and use cases

of multiple apps in your

implement your healthcare

in healthcare


preferred video

solution in no time


Our leading camera partners

management system
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Healthcare problems
we help solve
Asset Tracking
Thousands of hours are spent searching for

Development Partner

darvis.com

devices can be devoted to patient car
25 Million EUR lost on average due to theft of
high-quality equipment from clinics in
Germany alone in 201

Start with a free trial

$500,000 USD spent in preventable new
equipment purchases annually

Bed Logistics
Estimated losses from just cancellations &
delays reach nearly $78 Million USD a yea
Prior to the COVID pandemic, costs calculated

We offer a 30-day trial of our
healthcare video solutions

by the NHS equaled $2.4 Billion USD - 99.8% of
these costs are attributed to patient
management (this includes unclean bed use).

Sterile Processing

Customers & Partners

On average, <20% of surgical instruments will
be used during a case, and the expense for
resterilization and assembly of instrument trays
ranges from $0.51 to $3.01 per instrumen
Potential institutional savings up to $2.8 million
a year through a 70% reduction in instrument
processing through sterile supply


Bed Fall Prevention
Annual falls is a $34 billion direct medical
cost problem in the United States alon

Visit our website:


As of 2013, each fall injury incurs an average

azena.com

cost of $34,294 ($40,973.14 adjusted for
inflation) per patient. 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